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Finnmaster T8 Day Cruiser
Sometimes, you shouldn’t have to compromise. Your boat can be sporty and comfortable all at the
same time. For this reason, we left nothing out when we created the pride of the T-series – the T8.
This luxurious boat combines unique driving features, our distinguished Smart Design solutions and
quite simply the best materials. We have brought together decades of know-how to create an
uncompromising model for those who want the best. This award-winning and versatile day cruiser
lets you go from having dinner with the whole family to rapidly and easily transforming the dining
area into one of the harbour’s most beautiful sundecks. When the sun has finally set, the whole
family can spend the night in the large cabin, which is equipped with a separate toilet unit.
This boat is equipped with the following options:
Powered by a Yamaha F300
Power steering
Water skiing bracket
Cockpit Tonneau cover
Shore power
Webasto Diesel Heating
Electric windlass inc remote on bow
For Trailer options please call us as we supply Full UK road legal trailers and offer launching trailers
also.

Standard Equipment

Internal fuel tank, 261 litres

LED navigation lights

Windscreen wipers

Hydraulic steering, Seastar

Adjustable steering wheel

3 x USB output

Garmin 1222 xsv Touch

Bow thruster

Trim tabs with indicator

Fire extinguisher

Electric bilge pump

Double battery system

Galley & sink

Pressure water, 39 litres

Wallas 800D ceramic stove

Drawer fridge, 30 litres

Sea water toilet

Waste holding tank, 47 litres

Stainless steel handrails

3 anchor boxes

Large deck skylights

Large hull portlights

Shoe shelf

Canopy

Canopy garage

Teak on cockpit floor (inc's steps, foredeck and aft deck)

Cockpit table + 4 cup holders

4 cleats + 2 folding cleats

4 cup holders

2 fender fittings

4 fenders

4 fender covers & ropes

Cabin carpets

Cabin curtains

Cushions, Silvertex

White hull colour

SMART DESIGN
At Finnmaster, we have designed and manufactured boats at our boatyard in Finland for more than
25 years. Over these years, we have worked hard to develop smart solutions that, for example, mean
there is always somewhere for you to stow the fenders, just seconds after casting off. Nor do you
need to move the cushions when you want to stow anything in the storage space. We call our
concept Smart Design. It means we tailor the form to the content to make life at sea easier –
whatever you use your boat for. These solutions do not only help to tie together well thought-out
and practical details with smart and modern design they mean above all that the skilled captain and
the curious novice can both have wonderful experiences at sea.
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